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Distortion and destruction of colloidal flocks in
disordered environments
Alexandre Morin, Nicolas Desreumaux, Jean-Baptiste Caussin and Denis Bartolo*
How do flocks, herds and swarms move through disordered
environments? The answer to this question is crucial not
only to animal groups in the wild, but also to e�ectively
all applications of collective robotics and active materials
composed of synthetic motile units1–14. In stark contrast, aside
fromrareexceptions15–17, ourphysicalunderstandingofflocking
has so far been limited to homogeneous media18–20. Here we
explain how collectivemotion survives in geometrical disorder.
To do so, we combine experiments and analytical theory to
examine motile colloids cruising between randomly positioned
microfabricated obstacles. We elucidate how disorder and
bending elasticity compete to channel the flow of polar flocks
along sparse river networks akin those found beyond plastic
depinning in driven condensedmatter21. Further increasing the
disorder, we demonstrate that collective motion is suppressed
in the form of a first-order phase transition generic to all polar
active materials.

We use the experimental system introduced in refs 10,22, which
consists of colloidal rollers powered by the so-called Quincke
electro-rotation mechanism23 (see Methods and Supplementary
Methods). The motile colloids experience both hydrodynamic
and electrostatic interactions which promote alignment of their
translational velocity10,22. When the roller packing fraction, ⇢,
exceeds 3 ⇥ 10�3, these polar interactions overcome rotational
di�usion and macroscopic collective motion emerges10,22. In the
homogeneous slab geometry shown in Fig. 1a, a seven-millimetre-
long flock spontaneously forms and cruises through a dilute
ensemble of rollers moving isotropically (see Supplementary
Movie 1). The flock has a sharp front, a long tail, and endlessly
cruises at a constant speed along the x-axis, bouncing back and forth
on the confining walls. The flock speed cF is found to be equal to the
speed of an isolated roller v0 =1.4±0.1mm s�1.

Can flocks propagate in disorder media? How does this broken-
symmetry phase survive to geometrical disorder? To answer these
questions, we include randomly distributed circular obstacles of
radius a= 5 µm in the microfluidic channel. When the obstacle
packing fraction �o is small, collective motion still emerges
according to the same nucleation and propagation scenario (see
Fig. 1b and Supplementary Movie 2). However, as �o exceeds a
critical value, �?

o , the obstacle collisions suppress any form of global
orientational order and macroscopic transport. Correlated motion
persists only at short scales, as illustrated in SupplementaryMovie 3.
As expected, dense flocks are more robust to disorder and �?

o
increases monotonically with the roller fraction ⇢ (Fig. 1c).

In all that follows, the sole control parameter of our experiments
is the obstacle fraction �o. The roller fraction is set to a
constant value above the flocking threshold in a obstacle-free
channel, ⇢ = (1.02±0.06)⇥10�2. A natural order parameter for
the flocking transition is the magnitude Jx of the roller current
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Figure 1 | Emergence and suppression of collective motion. a, Stitched
fluorescent images of a 7-mm-long colloidal flock cruising in a rectangular
channel. Total number of colloids: 8,500. Dotted rectangle: region in which
the velocity measurements of b are performed. Scale bar, 1 mm. b, Close-up
on the head of a colloidal swarm propagating past random obstacles
(black dots). The arrows are located at the colloid positions and point
along the orientation of their velocity. Obstacle packing fraction:
�o =2.45⇥ 10�2. Scale bar, 100 µm. c, Flocking phase diagram in the
(⇢,�o) plane. The symbols represent the variations of �?

o with ⇢. Error bars:
smaller than the symbols (defined as the di�erence between the minimal
value of ⇢ above which flocking was observed and the maximal value below
which isotropic motion only was observed). d, The x-component of the
roller current is normalized by J0 measured in an obstacle-free channel.
Jx/J0 is plotted as a function of the fraction of obstacles. Orientational
order is suppressed in the shaded region. Error bars, 1 standard deviation
(s.d.) (17 di�erent flocks).

J (r , t) projected on the x-axis, and averaged over time and space.
Accordingly Jx monotonically decreases with �o and vanishes at
�?
o (Fig. 1d).
Our first goal is to elucidate this loss of orientational order.

To do so, we consider the evolution of the flock morphology
along the propagation direction upon increasing disorder. This
morphology can be equivalently captured by the variations of the
local density, current, or polarization fields, as demonstrated in
the Supplementary Information. For sake of clarity we focus here
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Abstract

The swimming direction of biological or artificial microscale swimmers tends to be randomised over
long time-scales by thermal fluctuations. Bacteria use various strategies to bias swimming behaviour
and achieve directed motion against a flow, maintain alignment with gravity or travel up a chemical
gradient. Herein, we explore a purely geometric means of biasing the motion of artificial nanorod
swimmers. These artificial swimmers are bimetallic rods, powered by a chemical fuel, which swim on a
substrate printed with teardrop-shaped posts. The artificial swimmers are hydrodynamically attracted
to the posts, swimming alongside the post perimeter for long times before leaving. The rods experience a
higher rate of departure from the higher curvature end of the teardrop shape, thereby introducing a bias
into their motion. This bias increases with swimming speed and can be translated into a macroscopic
directional motion over long times by using arrays of teardrop-shaped posts aligned along a single
direction. This method provides a protocol for concentrating swimmers, sorting swimmers according to
di↵erent speeds, and could enable artificial swimmers to transport cargo to desired locations.

Swimming at the microscale is randomised by
thermal noise. Over long time-scales, micro-
swimmers lose memory of their original direction
due to rotational di↵usion. As a result, microscale
swimmers exhibit enhanced isotropic spatial di↵u-
sion rather than directed migration [1, 2]. If mi-
croscale swimmers are to be employed for useful
tasks such as cargo carrying, [3, 4] new approaches
for directing their motion are required. Macro-
scopic directed motion in natural systems is usually
achieved through response to external fields, such as
a flow field [5, 6], gravitational field [7], or chemical
gradient [8, 9, 10]. In contrast, hydrodynamic inter-
actions between artificial micro-swimmers and the
surfaces of obstacles o↵er a new possibility for lo-
cally guiding microscale swimmers without the use
of an externally imposed field.

Higher concentrations of microswimmers near
surfaces have been attributed to a combination
of hydrodynamic and steric interactions [11, 12].
When E. coli bacteria or Chlamydomonas algae en-
counter a surface, they are deflected at a small scat-
tering angle that is independent of the angle of in-
cidence [13, 14]. Using a wall of funnels or ratchets,

Figure 1: Sketch of artificial Au-Pt nanorod swimmers
interacting with teardrop-shaped posts. Rods swim
with the Pt-end leading when placed in a solution of
hydrogen peroxide. After encountering a post, swim-
ming rods tend to travel in proximity to the perimeter,
then preferentially depart from the tip where the cur-
vature is highest.

this e↵ect has been used to concentrate suspensions
of bacteria or algae [13, 14, 15].

Although the swimming patterns of artificial mi-
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devices. Although one could think of strategies to delay such
processes, a finite lifetime is the price we always have to pay
when aiming at a self-contained micromotor that does not rely
on external power sources.

Gears of different geometry were also produced in order to
investigate the role of shape. In particular, we tested another
asymmetric gear having the same size of 48 μm but a larger num-
ber of teeth (type III in Fig. 1). We report in Fig. 4 the cumulative
angle of one of the fastest spinning gears of this second geometry.
Although large variations in angular speed may occur even within
the same geometry and in the same bath, the better spinning

type III gears rotate at about the same angular speed of type
I. Large variations in rotational speed also make it hard to extract
a quantitative concentration dependence. However, when going
to densely packed suspensions (about 1011 bacteria∕mL), bacter-
ia start to display large scale collective motions that enhance the
rotational frequency of suspended gears. In particular, type I
gears, in a 7 × 1010 bacteria∕mL suspension, are observed to spin
at 2 rpm, which is twice the speed observed in the lower concen-
tration bath (Fig. 5A). Such a high concentration regime is also
characterized by strong fluctuations in angular speed (or, equiva-
lently, applied torque) that decay exponentially with a time con-
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Fig. 2. Rectifying bacterial motions with asymmetric boundaries. (A) A pictorial representation of the mechanism through which the asymmetric shape of the
inclined teeth induces spontaneous alignment and locking of self-propelled bacteria in the concave corners. Bacteria are drawn with a white head pointing in
the direction of self-propulsion. Black arrows represent the forces exerted by bacteria on the walls. Equal and opposite reaction forces reorient the cell body
along the wall. (B) Two E. coli cells interacting with gear boundaries. The cell pointed out by the white arrow aligns parallel to the wall and slides towards the
corner where it gets stuck, contributing a torque. The other one, pointed out by the black arrow, aligns along the wall and slides back into the bulk solution.
See also Movie S1. (C) Four bacterial cells spontaneously align and cooperatively push in the same direction against the wall.
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Fig. 3. Bacterial driven micromotor. A nanofabricated asymmetric gear (48-μm external diameter, 10-μm thickness) rotates clockwise at 1 rpmwhen immersed
in an active bath of motile E. coli cells, visible in the background. The gear is sedimented at a liquid–air interface to reduce friction. The yellow circle points to a
black spot on the gear that can be used for visual angle tracking.
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What happens close to the boundaries of the ‘obstacles’? 
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Self-propellers with Vicsek alignment + Harmonic trap
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time

of outward swimmers at r!, each with its propulsive force
balanced by the external trapping force [9]. Coupling this
to a solvent, we have locally a two dimensional layer of
particles exerting inward point forces (stokeslets) on the
fluid.

Because the particles on the initial shell can have not
only tangential displacements (causing density changes)
but also radial and orientational ones, a formal stability
analysis of the coupled hydrodynamics of the swimmers in
this layer is not practicable. (Moreover, noise in the run-
and-tumble dynamics could alter the conclusions.)
Nonetheless, by a careful series of simulations (detailed,
with additional figures, in [14]) we have identified that the
instability mode is caused initially by tangential density
fluctuations on the surface of the trap (r ¼ r!). Such den-
sity fluctuations are inevitable if the total number of
swimmers is not infinite, and lead to instability via the
following mechanism. Any surface patch that happens to
be denser than the surrounding ones will generate locally
an excess Stokeslet-like flow (not cancelled by the contri-
butions from distant parts of the shell). This flow has two
effects. First, it advects the swimmers in the dense patch
towards the center of the trap; second, it rotates neighbor-
ing particles so that these start swimming towards the
dense patch, creating positive feedback (Fig. 3). The re-
sulting clump creates a macroscopic flow that sweeps the
remaining particles towards itself (Fig. 2).

On the other hand, if in our simulations we radially
displace a patch without altering its density, the feedback
is negative; this also applies for a patch in which only the
orientation of the swimmers is perturbed. Thus, although
radial and orientational modes are strongly excited in the
subsequent dynamics, they are not the cause of the initial
instability [14]. Notably the same instability is present for
contractile rather than extensile swimmers [15]. This is
fully consistent with the mechanism above, in which the
Stokeslet from the confining force is transferred to the fluid
by a stationary swimmer (the sign of whose stresslet is then
less important).

Since the densest initial patch usually outstrips its com-
petitors to create a dominant Stokeslet, there is little exci-
tation of modes above the first spherical harmonic. (This

can also be explained by expanding in such harmonics the
flow arising from a nonuniform shell of point forces [15].)
The instability reported here is somewhat related to that
found by Crowley, who showed that dense regions in a
sedimenting suspension fall more rapidly [16], with the
fastest growth at long wavelengths. However, the initial
force balance is different enough to prevent a direct map-
ping from one instability to the other.
Upstream swimming.— We turn finally to run-and-

tumble particles confined between parallel plates at sepa-
ration h. In the absence of HIs, we expect the majority of
particles to be near the walls whenever ‘ * h. The reason
is the same as for the spherical trap, but the HI-induced
instability of the layer found in that case is suppressed here
by the no-slip boundary condition at the wall.
The dynamics of a swimmer adjacent to a wall can be

complex [2,3,7]. Instead of resolving the near-field HIs we
apply a truncated Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (range 0.25
lattice sites) which balances the normal component of the
propulsive force. The tangential component still leads to
motion. In practice, near-field HIs could reduce or enhance
this motion and also can, for chiral swim strokes, lead to
circular orbits [3]. Treating these complexities would in-
troduce nonuniversal parameters into the model; by ne-
glecting them, we can clarify whether or not they are

FIG. 2 (color online). Simulation of 103 swimmers in a harmonic trap. The trap radius is indicated by the circle; ! ¼ 8. Swimmers
are marked with cones and shaded by local density in units of the mean (key: upper color bar). For the final image, randomly selected
particles’ trajectories over the preceding time interval !t ¼ 0:5"#1 are shown. Arrows depict fluid velocity colored by magnitude in
units of the swim speed v (key: lower color bar). For a movie see supplementary material [14].

FIG. 3 (color online). Snapshot showing the early stage insta-
bility in a simulation of 1000 swimmers, initially uniformly and
randomly distributed on the surface of a trap. Green (light gray)
arrows: local flow field. Red lines: swimmer trajectories. Blue
(dark gray) arrows: swimming direction. Gray arrows: radial
direction. Swimmers in the dense patch ( center) move radially
inwards. Those either side are initially advected away from the
patch, but rotate their swimming direction towards it.
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Vision-Cone : Effects In Bulk  

view is symmetric about its current moving direction. Thus
rule !3" in the VM can be modified as

!i!k + 1" = angle# $
j!"i!k+1,#"

ei!j!k"% , !4"

where "i!k+1,#" denotes the neighbor set of agent i with
view angle #. When #=2$, rule !4" degenerates to the origi-
nal Vicsek model !3".

To give a quantitative discussion, we define an order pa-
rameter

%!k,#" =
1
N
&$

i=1

N

ei!i!k"&, 0 & %!k,#" & 1, !5"

for system !4" at time step k with view angle #, obviously,
0&%!k ,#"&1.

In noiseless case, the order parameter %!k ,#" can ap-
proach 1 when the evolution is long enough, except for ex-

tremely rare cases !for example, the cases may occur when R
or # is too small". To quantify the speed of direction consen-
sus, we study the transient time step ', which is defined as
the time step when the order parameter first surpasses a cer-
tain value %0. Here we take %0=0.99 and we have checked
that qualitative results are not changed when %0 is large
enough.

We then investigate the effects of the view angle # on the
transient process. As shown in Fig. 2!a", the order parameter
%!k ,#" reaches 1 faster when the view angle #=3$ /2, com-
pared with #=2$ and #=5$ /6. Figure 2!b" shows the tran-
sient time step ' as a function of # for different values of
parameters. One can find that ' is not a monotonic function
of # and there exists an optimal view angle, leading to the
shortest transient time.

Figure 3 shows the optimal view angle #opt as functions
of the parameters: the swarm number N, the sensor radius R,
and the absolute velocity v0, respectively. One can see that
the optimal view angle #opt decreases with the increasing of
N and v0, and converges to a fixed value when N or v0 is
large enough. #opt increases as the sensor radius R increases.
In particular, when R is close to the lattice size L, agents with
panoramic view will be globally coupled and the directions
of the swarm can reach consensus in only one time step.

We next investigate whether more communications are
needed for faster convergence. We define ni!k ,#" as the
number of i’s neighbors, and the average number of neigh-
bors 'n!k ,#"( over all agents at time step k is

'n!k,#"( =
1
N$

i=1

N

ni!k,#" . !6"

In Fig. 4, we report this average neighboring number for
different #. Combining Figs. 2!a" and 4, it is interesting to
find that agents with optimal view angle #=3$ /2 have the

FIG. 2. !Color online" !a" The order parameter %!k ,#" as a
function of time step k for different values of view angle #. Here
N=400, R=0.6, and v0=0.04. !b" The transient time step ' as a
function of the view angle #. The symbols correspond to !:
R=0.6, v0=0.02, N=400; !: R=0.6, v0=0.04, N=400; ": R=0.6,
v0=0.04, N=500; #: R=0.8, v0=0.04, N=400. Each data point is
obtained by averaging over 500 different realizations.

FIG. 3. The optimal view angle #opt as functions of the swarm
number N, sensor radius R, and absolute velocity v0, respectively.
For the left panel: R=0.6, v0=0.04; for the middle panel: R=0.6,
N=400; and for right panel: v0=0.04, N=400. The lattice size is
fixed as L=10. Each data point is obtained by averaging over 500
different realizations. Note that the resolution of view angle in our
simulation is set to be $ /12.

BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 79, 052102 !2009"

052102-2

Large-Scale Patterns in a Minimal Cognitive Flocking Model: Incidental Leaders,
Nematic Patterns, and Aggregates

Lucas Barberis1,2 and Fernando Peruani1,*
1Université Côte d’Azur, Laboratoire J.A. Dieudonné, UMR 7351 CNRS,

Parc Valrose, F-06108 Nice Cedex 02, France
2IFEG, FaMAF, CONICET, UNC, X5000HUA Córdoba, Argentina

(Received 11 June 2016; revised manuscript received 26 August 2016; published 6 December 2016)

We study a minimal cognitive flocking model, which assumes that the moving entities navigate using the
available instantaneous visual information exclusively. The model consists of active particles, with no
memory, that interact by a short-ranged, position-based, attractive force, which acts inside a vision cone
(VC), and lack velocity-velocity alignment. We show that this active system can exhibit—due to the VC that
breaks Newton’s third law—various complex, large-scale, self-organized patterns. Depending on parameter
values, we observe the emergence of aggregates or millinglike patterns, the formation of moving—locally
polar—files with particles at the front of these structures acting as effective leaders, and the self-organization
of particles into macroscopic nematic structures leading to long-ranged nematic order. Combining
simulations and nonlinear field equations, we show that position-based active models, as the one analyzed
here, represent a new class of active systems fundamentally different from other active systems, including
velocity-alignment-based flocking systems. The reported results are of prime importance in the study,
interpretation, and modeling of collective motion patterns in living and nonliving active systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.248001

It is believed that complex, self-organized, collective
motion patterns observed in birds, fish, or sheep [1–6] as
well as nonliving active systems [7–10] result from the
presence of a velocity alignment mechanism that mediates
the interactions among the moving individuals. Such a
velocity alignment mechanism is at the core of the so-called
Vicsek-like models [11] extensively used to study flocking
patterns [1,2]. Intrinsically nonequilibrium, these patterns
differ remarkably from those observed in equilibrium
systems by the lack of both Galilean invariance and
momentum conservation, which allows, for instance, the
emergence of long-range orientational order in two dimen-
sions [11–13] and the presence of anomalous density
fluctuations [14,15].
Few recent pioneering works [16–23] have challenged

the wide-spread view that behind each collective motion
pattern of self-propelled entities, there is a velocity align-
ment mechanism at work. Here, we explore the possibility
of observing flocking patterns in the absence of such
alignment. The model we analyze is a minimal cognitive
flocking model that assumes that the moving entities
navigate using exclusively the instantaneous visual infor-
mation they receive. Importantly, the moving particles have
no memory so as to compute the moving direction of
neighboring particles, in sharp contrast to standard flocking
models [1,2,11]. The navigation strategy we investigate is
based on the instantaneous position of neighboring par-
ticles and not on their velocity, which makes the model
simpler from a cognitive point of view and computationally
less intensive, providing an alternative in the design of

robotic navigation algorithms. The model incorporates few
well-known physiological and cognitive concepts. For
instance, we assume that particles are attracted by those
particles located inside the vision cone. The vision cone
(VC) results from two well-documented facts: (i) animals
have a limited field of view [18,24,25]—typically less than
360°—which is parametrized here by the angle β, and
(ii) when navigating, objects located at far distances are
ignored, and the focus is put on those objects located at
distances shorter than the so-called cognitive horizon

(c)(b)(a)

1

10

100

1000

10000

FIG. 1. Depending on vision cone size β (insets), we can
observe the formation of locally polar structures, which we call
“worms,” panel (a)—β ¼ 0.8, or the emergence of aggregates or
millinglike patterns as shown in panel (b) for β ¼ 2.4, and panel
(c) for β ∼ π. Parameters (a)–(c):

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Dθ

p
¼ 0.12, L ¼ 100,

N ¼ 104. See [45] for movies.
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the interaction neighborhood is restricted. We have measured
the order parameter of the system as a function of the
angular range of the interaction neighborhood (radius of the
neighborhood held fixed). We find that the order parameter
of the system varies nonmonotonically as the angular range
of the interaction neighborhood is decreased, and at a certain
point the system undergoes a first-order (i.e., discontinuous)
phase transition to a disordered state. We have also measured
the variation of the order parameter as the radius of the
interaction is reduced (without restricting the angular range
of the interaction neighborhood) and find that the resulting
change in the nature of the collective motion is qualitatively
different.

II. MODEL

The model of self-propelled particles we have studied is a
modification of the Vicsek model. In this model the interaction
neighborhood of a particle is not a circle centered on that
particle, but a sector of this circle, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
neighborhood sector Si has an opening angle of 2φ and is
centered about the direction of velocity of the ith particle. We
shall call the half opening angle φ the “view angle,” which can
vary from 0 to π . For φ = π this model reduces to the original
Vicsek model.

Simulations are carried out in a box of size L × L with
N particles, with the usual periodic boundary conditions in
both directions. The mean particle density is given by ρ =
N/L2. The initial positions ri (i = 1,2,3, . . . ,N) are assigned
randomly with uniform probability within the box. The initial
directions of the particles θi are also assigned randomly in the
range [−π,π ] with uniform probability. All the particles have
the same constant speed v0. The velocities and positions of
the particles at time t + 1 are obtained from the velocities and
positions at time t using the following update rules. First we
update velocities of all the particles simultaneously with

vi(t + 1) = v0R(θ )v̂(t), (1)

FIG. 1. The neighborhood Si of the ith particle. The ith particle
is shown at the center of the circle, and Si is the sector bound by the
two radii marked as R. The solid black circles (including the particle
at the center of the circle) indicate the particles lying within the
neighborhood, and the open black circles indicate particles outside it.
The vector v indicates the direction of the velocity of the ith particle.
The view angle φ is the half opening angle of the neighborhood at
the center.

where v̂(t) is the unit vector in the direction of the mean
velocity of the particles in the neighborhood Si of the ith
particle, including the ith particle itself (see Fig. 1), and is
given by

v̂(t) =
!

j∈Si
vj (t)

"" !
j∈Si

vj (t)
"" . (2)

Here | . . . | denotes the norm of the vector, R(θ ) is the rotation
operator which rotates the vector it acts upon [i.e., v̂(t)] by
an angle θ . The angle θ is a random variable uniformly
distributed over the interval [−ηπ,ηπ ], where η is the level
(i.e., amplitude) of the noise that can be varied from 0 to 1.

Following the velocity updates, the positions are updated
with

ri(t + 1) = ri(t) + vi(t + 1)&t, (3)

where &t = 1. This update scheme is known as the “forward
update” in the literature [29].

To quantify the degree of order in the collective motion of
the particles a scalar order parameter ψ(t) is defined as

ψ(t) = 1
Nv0

"""""

N#

i=1

vi(t)

""""". (4)

It can be readily seen that in the perfectly ordered state when all
the particles are moving in the same direction ψ(t) = 1, and in
the completely disordered state when the directions of motion
are completely random ψ(t) = 0 (in the limit of N → ∞).
In this report we use the phrase “ordered state” to mean the
stationary state of the system for which ψ(t) > 0 in the limit
of N → ∞.

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

In this work the data presented in Figs. 2–6 are produced
with the following parameters fixed: the number density ρ =
N/L2 = 1, the particle speed v0 = 0.5, the noise level η =
0.3, and the interaction neighborhood radius R = 1. For the
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FIG. 2. Order parameter ⟨ψ(t)⟩ vs view angle φ (in units of π )
for system sizes (a) L = 16, (b) L = 20, (c) L = 24, and (d) L = 28.
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these fluctuations by crosslinking events but are not sufficient to
completely inhibit them. As a consequence structures like density
waves are less pronounced (Fig. 1A).

This behavior drastically changes, if the added fascin con-
centration exceeds a critical concentration: Now the crosslinker
leads to the emergence of rotating polar actin-fascin structures,
which are effectively planar. The rotating speed of the rings is
about 3 μm∕ sec. While structure formation in the high-density
motility assay relies on the balance between assembly and disas-
sembly processes, the addition of crosslinker molecules promotes
defined assembly processes and at the same time inhibits the dis-
assembly of the emergent structures. This inhibition of the disas-
sembly finally leads to a quiescent steady state where all filaments
are firmly incorporated in constantly rotating rings (Fig. 1B,
Movie S1); fluctuations on the single filament level are comple-
tely arrested. The absence of disassembly pathways renders the
structure formation mechanism reminiscent to a coarsening pro-
cess into an absorbing state (28) and the conditions during the

pattern formation are directly reflected and “frozen-in” in the
steady state.

In the frozen steady state constantly rotating rings are homo-
geneously distributed throughout the motility assay (Fig. 1B). No
preferred direction of rotation is observable. Rings occur in two
distinct conformations which are equally abundant: open and
closed (Fig. 1B). Closed rings consist of self-contained and con-
stantly rotating actin-fascin fibers. Open rings also move on a
stable circular trajectory with uniform curvature radius, as can be
seen in a time overlay (Fig. 1B). A characteristic distribution of
ring curvature radii pðrÞ in the steady state is observed (Fig. 2A).
The radii are broadly distributed with a decay towards large radii
r. pðrÞ shows a pronounced maximum at 9.5 μm which is of the
order of the persistence length of individual filaments. Towards
small curvature radii, the distribution is characterized by a cut-off
radius of rc ≈ 5 μm, below which no rings are found. The decay of
the distribution for large radii is of double exponential shape
(Fig. 2A). The double exponential nature of the curvature radii
distribution is highly robust upon parameter variation and is con-
served throughout variations of the fascin and actin concentra-
tions (Fig. S1), making this to a generic feature of the system.

The ring curvature distribution reflects the balance between
aggregation processes and active transport (Fig. 2 B and C,
Movie S2). Polar actin-fascin strings nucleate from individual ac-
tin filaments crosslinked by fascin. While being transported, the
actin strings grow larger by two competing mechanisms, either
by taking up individual filaments alongside the bundle, or by
merging with adjacent structures, leading predominantly to an in-
creased length. These growth processes in turn affect the me-
chanical properties of the structures. A growth in length results
in long and thin strings with relatively low persistence lengths.
The continuous growth alongside the strings yields shorter and
thicker structures with a higher persistence length. It is the result-
ing increased stiffness of the individual strings which determines
the susceptibility towards directional changes in the motility as-
say. Directional changes that alter a given curvature happen more
seldom and have less effect for thicker and thus stiffer strings.
This decline in the rate of directional changes can be seen in
the trajectory of individual fibers that is composed of circular seg-
ments (Fig. S2).

cc

Density Waves Ring Phase

Open

Closedtime overlayA

Fascin concentration

B

Fig. 1. Phase behavior as a function of the fascin concentration. Low fascin
concentrations are not sufficient to fundamentally alter the pattern forma-
tion in the high-density motility assay and at an actin concentration of
ρ ¼ 10 μM the characteristic travelling density waves evolve (A). Compared
to the case without crosslinkers the density waves are less pronounced as
the crosslinker slightly hinders the formation of density inhomogeneities.
Above a critical fascin concentration of cc ¼ 0.075$ 0.025 μM the pattern
formation drastically changes as constantly rotating rings evolve (B) that
are either closed or open Movie S1). In the steady state all actin filaments
are incorporated in rotating rings and fluctuations on the single filament
level are entirely absent. All scale bars are 50 μm.

A B

C

Fig. 2. Ring curvature distributions and ring formation mechanisms. (A) shows the cumulative curvature radii distribution PðrÞ in the frozen steady state; the
inset depicts the noncumulative distribution pðrÞ. The distribution can be described by a double exponential decay according to PðrÞ ∝ A1 expðr∕l1Þþ
A2 expðr∕l2Þ with decay lengths of l1 ¼ 3.3 μm and l2 ¼ 10.1 μm. This double exponential shape reflects the occurrence of two different ring morphologies:
open and closed rings. These two different ring populations rely on distinct ring formation mechanisms that are related to the growth mechanisms in the
system. While being transported, moving actin-fascin strings grow by merging with other strings of similar size. Merging events lead to elongated but still
flexible strings that predominantly form closed ring if they cross their own tail (B). Open rings form upon a different mechanism (C): While moving, actin-fascin
strings continuously pick up material—individual filaments or smaller actin-fascin strings. Thereby the strings grow predominately in width and get thicker and
stiffer. If the strings are stiff enough the curvature freezes and the forces and fluctuations in the motility assay are not sufficient anymore to induce any change
in curvature. While closed rings characteristically are small in size with radii of up to 30 μm, open rings are considerably broader and can have radii of up to
150 μm (A). The actin concentration was set to ρ ¼ 3 μM and the fascin concentration was c ¼ 0.2 μM. All scale bars are 50 μm. In (B) and (C) the investigated
actin-fascin string is shown in red and its tip is marked by a yellow arrow.
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Motility Assay :  Actin + motor-
proteins+Fascin (passive 
crosslinker)

until the other has passed (Fig. 3c).) Given that the outcome of each
type of collision is well defined, we represented the complete collision
statistics in terms of the probability of each collision type as a function
of w only (Fig. 3d). We observe an overall symmetry around w 5p/2,
with alignment and anti-alignment occurring mainly for small (w < 0)
and large (w <p) angles, respectively, whereas stoppage and crossing
dominate for w <p/2. Thus, we conclude that near-perfect nematic
alignment is induced by direct collision.

Constant-speed particles aligning nematically in the presence of
noise have been studied recently in mathematical models of self-
propelled rods, which were shown to give rise to unexpected collective
dynamics but not to vortical structures20. Our motility assay has
properties not present in simple models of colliding rods. One such
feature is the nature of the motion of isolated microtubules: as already
mentioned, their reptation-like movement yields smooth but con-
stantly turning trajectories, unlike both straight ballistic motion and
the ragged behaviour of random walkers submitted to rotational dif-
fusion, the individual dynamics adopted in rods models20–22. We
analysed the trajectories of isolated microtubules for durations of up
to 350 s (Fig. 4a, left). Here we further decreased their concentration, to
4.8 ng ml21. The speed (tangential velocity) of the microtubules
fluctuated in time, with a mean of v0 5 8.75mm s21. We also measured
the direction of motion, h (where h 5 0 and p/2 correspond to the
direction of the x and y axes, respectively), and the instantaneous
angular velocity, and found them to have no significant correlation
with the instantaneous speed. This allowed us to neglect the speed
fluctuations and focus on h.

A closer look at a representative trajectory (Fig. 4a, right) reveals
small-amplitude transverse oscillations, which might be caused by the
rotation of the microtubule around its axis18. After an appropriate filter-
ing, based on the Savitzky–Golay method, to eliminate these oscillations
(Supplementary Methods), we obtained the variation of curvature,
k 5 dh/ds, as a function of distance, s, along the trajectory and calculated
its autocorrelation (Fig. 4b). (With this definition, k can be positive
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Figure 2 | Nematic order inside a vortex stream. In this experiment, the
microtubules were all stained fluorescent but approximately 0.1% of
microtubules were stained to be more fluorescent than the rest. a, Close-up of
vortex. Scale bar, 20mm. b, Spatiotemporal diagram of a magnified region of the
vortex shown in a. Yellow lines indicate microtubules travelling from top to
bottom, and blue lines indicate microtubules travelling from bottom to top.
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Figure 3 | Collision between microtubules. a–c, Three different types of
collision between two microtubules. In a and b, microtubule 2 collides with the
side of microtubule 1 and changes its direction of motion abruptly, leading to
almost perfect alignment (a) or anti-alignment (b). In c, microtubule 2 stops
until microtubule 1 has passed. Scale bar, 10mm. d, Probability of each
interaction type as a function of w (see right-most images in a–c). We analysed
393 events. Red lines represent alignment (solid) and anti-alignment (dotted)
events; blue dotted lines represent stopping events; yellow solid lines represent
crossing-over events. e, Total number of observations in each angular bin.

b

a
12.0 min 14.5 min 17.0 min

19.5 min 22.0 min 24.5 min

Figure 1 | Emergence of vortices of microtubules. False-colour images.
a, Formation process of vortex pattern: 0 min corresponds to the time of
injection of ATP. Streams appeared around 5 min after this injection. At
12 min, streams started to meander. Vortices started to appear around 17 min,
when meandering streams contacted one another. Once vortices had formed,
they grew steadily (22 min). Scale bar, 500mm. b, Large-scale lattice of vortices.
Vortices can be observed everywhere on the surface of the flow cell. Three air
bubbles in the flow cell can be seen distinctively owing to their greater size and
thicker edges. Scale bar, 2 mm.
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* Vision-cone  can control large-scale flocking pattern of trapped agents.

* Vision-cone together with communication delay can produce absorbing steady state in bulk 
of active model systems.  

 Summary  



 Questions   

* Onset of absorbing state in active model system : Role of vision cone & delay ?

* Vision-cone - Reduction of spatial correlation 	


* Delay - Introduction of temporal correlation / memory 	
}Necessary & sufficient to 
form absorbing states in 
active systems ?  

* Curvature of the boundary & vision cone : effect on large scale pattern of flock ?
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 Dynamics Within The Drop  

<v(t).v(t)>/|| . ||       Vs.      view angle





New figures :  1. new order parameter With view angle 
2. 3D without grid 

3. Corrected Rg Vs. noise



Discussion in the paper : 
!

1. Dynamics within the drop : how it sustains (emergence ?)


